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GNSS is known to be vulnerable to jamming and
spoofing

➢ Service disruption or denial incidents are more and
more frequently observed

➢ Potentially severe consequences, especially for safety
or liability critical applications

The role of authentication is to detect spoofing
events

➢ Thus to avoid or mitigate their consequences

Why is Authentication needed?
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Source: GPS World 
Chinese GPS spoofing circles could hide Iran oil shipments

https://www.gpsworld.com/chinese-gps-spoofing-circles-could-hide-iran-oil-shipments/


GNSS authentication is one important
contributor to the overall trustworthiness of
PVT based applications.→ Not the only one!

GNSS authentication can be done at two
complementary levels:

➢ Data level, to authenticate the broadcast
navigation messages;

➢ Range level, to authenticate the measured ranges
to the satellites.

GNSS Authentication
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Combining the 2 allows 
authentication 

of the GNSS solution



OS-NMA is a data authentication function

➢ Worldwide, Free of charge, with no impact on OS performance or on
existing receivers (backward compatible).

Based on transmission of cryptographic material in previously
reserved fields on the I/NAV message on the E1B signal
component

➢ Only OS-NMA ready receivers can decode these fields and
authenticate the Galileo navigation data

What is OS-NMA and how does it work? 
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Technical requirements
(i) Continuous E1B tracking

(ii) Availability of a trustable knowledge of time
(iii) Capability to store and ensure the integrity of a public key



OS-NMA characteristics
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Characteristic OS-NMA

GNSS receiver minimal capabilities Single frequency E1

Object of authentication
Nav Data (E1B I/Nav and E5b I/Nav, capability for E5a F/Nav if 
required)

Required components E1B

Need of a network connection No

Authentication Clock & Ephemeris Data (CED), Delayed

Time to first Authentication One to several minutes

Anti-tampering characteristic for
receiver

Not needed: the receiver only stores a public key

Other requirements Loose time synchronisation



OS-NMA Roadmap
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You are all invited!



For service related information www.gsc-europa.eu

For market related aspects MARKET@gsa.europa.eu

Any questions?
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http://www.gsc-europa.eu/
mailto:MARKET@gsa.europa.eu


How to get in touch:

Linking space to user needs

How to get in touch:

www.GSA.europa.eu

GSC-europa.euEGNOS-portal.eu UseGalileo.euG

http://www.gsa.europa.eu/
https://www.gsa.europa.eu/subscribe-gsa-today
http://www.gsc-europa.eu/
http://www.egnos-portal.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/EuropeanGnssAgency/
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/1597589/
https://twitter.com/eu_gnss
https://www.youtube.com/user/egnos1
https://www.slideshare.net/EU_GNSS
http://usegalileo.eu/EN/
https://www.instagram.com/space4eu/

